Biochemical networking contributes more to genetic buffering in human and mouse metabolic pathways than does gene duplication.
During evolution different genes evolve at unequal rates, reflecting the varying functional constraints on phenotype. An important contributor to this variation is genetic buffering, which reduces the potential detrimental effects of mutations. We studied whether gene duplication and redundant metabolic networks affect genetic buffering by comparing the evolutionary rate of 242 human and mouse orthologous genes involved in metabolic pathways. A gene with a redundant network is defined as one for which the structural layout of metabolic pathways provides an alternative metabolic route that can, in principle, compensate for the loss of a protein function encoded by the gene. We found that genes with redundant networks evolve at similar rates as did genes without redundant networks, [corrected] but no significant difference was detected between single-copy genes and gene families. This implies that redundancy in metabolic networks provides significantly more genetic buffering than do gene families. We also found that genes encoding proteins involved in glycolysis and gluconeogenesis showed as a group a distinct pattern of variation, in contrast to genes involved in other pathways. These results suggest that redundant networks provide genetic buffering and contribute to the functional diversification of metabolic pathways.